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YEARS 2 & 6 

RETURN

The first group of pupils in 
the Prep School returned to 
our lovely School site this 

week.

Many Senior pupils returned 
this week to reconnect with 

friends and teachers.

Our website is ready to 
welcome virtual visitors.

As home learning comes to 
an end, we look towards 

September.

This week we welcomed back Years 2 and 6, 
and many of our Senior School pupils.

THROUGH THE GATES ONCE MORE

ROUGEMONT 

REUNITED

SENIOR PUPILS 

RECONNECT

VISIT US 

VIRTUALLY
ONLINE LEARNING

Our amazing Rougemont family have finally returned 

to school this week, as we have welcomed back our 

Year 2 and Year 6 children. With pivotal transitions 

ahead, we have been able to celebrate the end of 

their Infant and Junior years in style!  We even 

introduced Year 2 to the Stable Block, their Year 3 

home from September, meeting their new teachers 

and rising to the Year 3 challenges!

As we look ahead to the next two weeks, we are 

delighted to be welcoming back all other years, on 

their respective days. Their teachers are eagerly 

anticipating their return and their bubbles await! 

As September then beckons, we are confident of 

returning our full Prep School. Our lovely site and 

small classes are the perfect combination to keep 

everyone safe and still take the next steps in their 

learning journey. 

Mrs L Pritchard  |  Head of the Prep School

It has been fantastic to welcome Senior School pupils 

back into the Burge Building this week, with the 

previously empty corridors finally regaining their 

atmosphere. It was also lovely to see proof that 

socially distanced reunions are as emotional as any 

that would have been previously allowed, with the 

sound of chatter and laughter bringing the school back 

to life. 

Although our pupils have come back to school for a 

variety of reasons, a common feature has been the 

final week of the online learning platform, which has 

given everyone a focus. All have settled well and 

effectively to their lessons in between seeing their 

friends and checking in with their teachers. We are 

immensely proud of our pupils, and incredibly pleased 

that we have had the opportunity to be able to support 

some of our students face to face before we go into 

the summer break. 

Mrs S Archer  |  Deputy Head Seniors
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YEAR 2 RETURN

It was nice to get 

back to work but 

even nicer to be 

back with friends 

and teachers after 

such a long time!

Exploration of 

minibeasts and 

recording data 

in the outdoor 

classroom.

“It feels good to 

back!”

As part of their transition to Year 3 and wrapping up their final days in Infants, we were thrilled to see so many of 
our wonderful Year 2 pupils return to School this week!
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YEAR 2 RETURN

Some 

observational 

drawing 

outside on the 

fields.

Playing peek-a-

boo with pals 

once more!

Exploring the 

vast School 

grounds and 

enjoying time 

with friends!

More images from Years 2’s week at School
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YEAR 6

Pupils enjoy 

some drama 

games and 

have some fun 

with Mrs 

Williams!

A highlight for 

pupils is always 

a Music lesson 

with Mr 

Dobbins!

Pupils have 

taken great 

advantage of 

our 55 acre site.  

Here Year 6 

enjoy some 

Maths games on 

the field.

Pupils enjoyed the last days at Junior pupils before they head to Seniors in September.
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SENIOR SCHOOL RETURNS

A lovely new 

sign welcomes 

our Senior 

pupils as they 

enter the Burge 

Building.

Year 10 Drama 

pupils deep in 

rehearsals with 

Mrs Nepean for 

their GCSE 

practical.

Breaktime for 

Year 7 boys as 

they enjoy 

catching up with 

friends.

It was fantastic to welcome so many of our Senior pupils back this week. 
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Rougemont Open Days go online – take a look at some of the new mini-videos from the Headmaster and the team

A SCHOOL FOR LIFE

We all know how keeping in touch virtually has been 

incredibly important to all of us during the past few 

months.

Despite being unable to welcome visitors to our 

beautiful School site at the moment, we certainly didn’t 

want that to stop us sharing our School with those in 

the wider community and those looking at Rougemont

as a school for their child.  

We have therefore created a ‘Visit Us Virtually’ section 

on our website so that people can get to know 

Rougemont and what we have to offer in place of 

attending an Open Day at this time.

We have been very busy over the past couple of 

months with enquiries and admissions for September 

and we look forward to welcoming lots of new faces 

when we return in the Autumn Term.

With this in mind, places are very limited now so if you 

know of any friends or family interested in a place for 

their child, please do encourage them to get in touch 

with Nicky Bates, Admissions Registrar, sooner rather 

than later to avoid disappointment or being added to a 

waiting list.  Thank you for your continued support!

SPACE STORIES

Mrs Jenkins’ Year 7 Physics class have been studying 

space and with the recent rocket launch fresh in their 

minds, pupils were tasked with building and launching 

satellites virtually.

We think they’ve done a pretty good job!

VISIT US VIRTUALLY

YEAR 7 PHYSICISTS REACH 

FOR THE UNIVERSE

ISSUE 27

Our website has had a lockdown makeover!

We have been overwhelmed with the pupils’ response to 
online home learning.  Plenty of creative and innovative 
ideas from our pupils!
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Excellent participation by our A Level students learning from home

SIXTH FORM STARS

The Intermediate Biology Olympiad tests students’ 

biology knowledge and encourages them to continue 

studying the biosciences beyond school.

The competition is open to students in Year 12 and 

consists of a one-hour multiple choice online 

paper. Questions were set on topics students are likely 

to have covered at GCSE and in their first year of A 

level.

Students who take part in the Intermediate Biology 

Olympiad are encouraged to reference their 

participation in their further/higher education 

applications.

We’re delighted to announce that the results are back:

Hannah Hussain achieved a Silver award.

Beth Parker, Ollie Vowles, Amy Bowman and Ben 

Edwards all got Bronze awards.

It's a very tough competition and we are very proud of 

these excellent results.

Well done, all!

From Infants to Seniors, our pupils have risen to the 

challenge of learning online.  The Senior Virtual Sports 

Day was a great success and we are pleased to 

announce that Gwynog have been crowned winners of 

Sports Day 2020!

*Photograph from Senior Sports Day 2019*

BIOLOGY OLYMPIAD

VIRTUAL SENIOR SPORTS DAY 

WINNERS ANNOUNCED
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Year 12 pupils excel in national Biology competition

We’ve enjoyed fantastic virtual sports days across the 
School this term.
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A CATCH-UP WITH CHEMISTRY

Year 11 pupils 

created a ‘chemical’ 

board game as part 

of their bridging 

studies for A Level.

Some fascinating 

reports as Year 11 

wrote a review of 

the scientific 

accuracy of a film.

Year 8 pupils were tasked with 

making a mini-video to show a 

series of experiments 

including ‘chemical 

reactions’ and 

‘separating 

mixtures’.

Click on the blue hyperlinks to 

see a few of the fantastic 

homework submissions to Mrs 

Langford.

Some super home-learning from our budding chemists in the Senior School
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ONLINE LEARNING

Wonderful work 

from Year 10 

Drama pupils as 

they study text 

analysis and 

directional vision 

for ‘Romeo & 

Juliet’.

Outstanding 

‘Reception 

riddles’ from 

Jack and superb 

handwriting 

from Seren.

Well done to 

Year 8 pupils 

Ishita, Alastair, 

Sot-sai and Rafe

as they took on 

the Unlock 

Cyber challenge 

last week.

Here are some examples of home-school work this past week.
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SENIOR HOUSE COMPETITIONS
Well done to all who participated and congratulations to the winners!
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Planning for the Autumn Term

PTA: NEARLY NEW UNIFORM 

SALES THIS SUMMER

03.07.20 ISSUE 27

A Message from our PTA team about Nearly New Uniform sales
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Dear Parents

As a rather unusual term ends, thoughts of a return to 

school in September and outgrown uniform begin (at 

least in my household).

I usually try to facilitate as much purchase and 

donation of nearly new uniform as possible. It is a great 

income stream for the PTA and hopefully saves 

parents a bit of money as well as being eco-friendly.

This summer arrangements will differ somewhat due to 

Covid-19:

1. At the moment parents are not allowed to wander 

around the school site for obvious reasons. 

However, you can submit an order to me for 

collection. I will be in school 9th and 16th July 

only fulfilling orders and orders will be collected 

from the Security Station.

2. Please download the order form from the uniform 

section of the website, fill it in and send to me 

(details on the form). It's much quicker for me to go 

through an order form than an emailed list and the 

order form has the sizing requirements for each 

item as a prompt.

3. Once you've tried on at home send back anything 

that doesn't fit and pay for what you keep.

4. All payments will be by bank transfer into the PTA 

account. Details will be sent out with confirmation that 

your order is ready for collection.

5. If the situation allows 2 sales will be organised w/c 

17th August, one daytime and one evening. Dates and 

arrangements will be confirmed nearer the time.

6. If your child is just starting at Rougemont or moving 

up a stage and you're unsure how many sets of PE kit 

to get or whether you really need everything on the list 

please drop me an email and I will try to advise. 

7. For information on how to donate used uniform, 

please contact: evenicolls@gmail.com

Wishing all of you a safe and enjoyable summer.

Eve Nicolls (PTA Treasurer)

http://www.rougemontschool.co.uk/pta/
mailto:evenicolls@gmail.com
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LOOKING AHEAD

A message from Andy Knight, Director of Business and Finance as we look towards September.
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As we approach the end of term, this will be the last newsletter of the School year.  
I’d like to take this opportunity to thank Helen Marshall for all her work in producing 
this newsletter each week.  We hope you have enjoyed reading it and keeping 
connected with all School life at Rougemont.

I am sure you will all agree, it has been a year we will never forget.  As we plan for 
all of our pupils to physically return to the School site in September, we will also be 
planning for Transport and School lunches to return.  Further details regarding 
plans for September will be shared during the summer holidays in readiness for 
the start of the new academic year.

Can I take this opportunity to wish you all a fantastic summer break and we look 
forward to welcoming all of our pupils back to School in September.

Mr A Knight  |  Director of Business and Finance
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